
Integration element Method of integrating Outcome

People
(staff, employees,
volunteers)

Encourage more to participate in the community. Cater to ego needs. Interview
members, write about staff internally, give people expert advice columns. Create an ask
bob area on the platform. Train staff members in community participation. Add an area
for customers to give their feedback direct to the people responsible for making those
decisions.

Increased buy-in for the community. Greater levels of co-created innovation. Broader

Price
Tweak the pricing structure
for community members

Give members a discount on products/services, charge for membership of the
community. Offer the community as an addition to the product. Create premium
services that members can purchase. Give the product away free for members paying a
monthly membership fee. Give members discounts they can offer to their friends.

A higher percentage of members purchase the product. More predictable revenue
streams.

Product
Change the product for
community

Ask members for feedback on the product; change the product to suit the needs of the
community. Create community-branded versions of the product. Create new products
specifically for the community. Automatically enroll those that purchase the
product/service in the community.

Sense of ownership over the product. Higher levels of purchases. Creation and
improvement of products. Higher volume of purchases, less complaints.

Distribution (place)
Change how/where the
product is sold.

Let members of the community purchase the product/service through the community. Increase propensity to purchase the product.

Promotion
Encourage members to
promote the
product/service

Give top members exclusive opportunities to see new products/services before others.
Release news/information exclusively to the community first. Create case studies and
best advice material that can be published for members to share with others.

High levels of advocacy and greater levels of awareness. More referrals from existing
members.

Role Duties

Volunteer Responsible for small tasks such as limited content creation, moderation, or specific areas of the
community.

Moderator Removes the negative material from the community.

Editor Responsible for creating and facilitating regular content about the community.

Advocate Responsible for promoting and growing the community.

Organizer Responsible for keeping members active in the community. Identifies members concerns, organizes
events and activities, initiates regular discussions and participates in discussions.

Developer Responsible for developing, maintaining, and optimizing the community platform.

Manager Responsible for executing the community strategy to further develop the community. In smaller
teams, the community manager will assume many, if not all, of the responsibilities listed above.

Strategist Responsible for collecting community data, analyzing data measuring the health, progress, and ROI
of the community. Using proven theory to establish and update the strategy for the community,
establishing the action plan for the community, and communicating this action plan to other team
members.

Director Responsible for all relevant communities and integration of the brand with that community. This
includes the people, product, price, distribution, promotion, and ensuring the organization’s goals are
increasingly aligned with the communities.

Goal Actions

Strategy Establish goals and actions for the community Collect data
Analyze data
Establish action plan
Community actions

Growth Increase number of participating members Direct invitations
Word-of-mouth tactics
Promotion
Create community guidelines
Convert newcomers into regulars.

Content Bond members, highlight key influencers, increase
activity

Create content calendar
Create content about the community
News, features, opinions, updates, statements,
misc
Solicit contributions from members and guests
Distribute material

Moderation Increase number of participating members &
activity per member

Remove spam, trolls, and inappropriate material.
Foster sub-groups
Initiate regular discussions
Highlight popular discussions
Create community narrative
Community constitution
Resolve disputes
Solicit responses

Activities/events Increase total activity within the community. Organize and facilitate regular events.
Online, regular, events
Offline, regular, events
Online, irregular, events
Offline, irregular, events

Influence Solicit volunteers, establish ability to extract value
from community

Build relationships with key members
Create insider groups
Recruit volunteers
Participate in a manner to gain influence
(expertise, reciprocity, likability).
Training/increasing knowledge of members

User experience Create a seamless community experience Balance social density
Foster sub-groups
Optimize conversion and time on site
Future-scanning
Maintain platform

Business Integration Extract a positive ROI from the community Increase number of participating employees
Liaise between community and company
Integrate the product, price, place, and promotion
with community activities
Advocate and train internally

Visitor Newcomer Regular Senior Volunteer

Actions Visits, browses, clicks to
register, opens e-mail,
clicks confirmation link.

Visits and participates
sporadically.
Responds to existing
discussions.
Receives and clicks on
notifications.
Explores the community.

Visits daily, participates
weekly, refers
others/shares content,
initiates activity and
discussions, contributes
content.
Resists change.

Visits daily/weekly,
contributes weekly/monthly,
shares and refers, writes
guest content, reminds
members of community
norms and values.
Highly resistant to change.

Visits daily, organizes
events/activities, moderates,
contributes content,
participates in community
decisions.
Shares and refers.
Eager to initiate change.

Time in
community

0 - 15 minutes 0 to 6 months 6 months to 2 years 2 – 30+ years* 3 months to 30+ years*

Member Needs Informational. Single-issue
resolution.
Resolve curiosity.

Informational/socialization.
Instant reciprocity &
gratification. Acceptance into
the group.
Evidence of increasing
influence.

Self-validation, self-esteem,
efficacy, sense of
belonging.
Build and maintain a
positive reputation.

Recognition of senior status.
Influence and ownership
over the group identity.
Strong sense of belonging
and affiliation.

Influence/efficacy,
ownership, achievement,
recognition, improved career
prospects.

Sense of
community

None Limited.
Learning group history, values,
and norms.

Medium to strong.
Increasingly familiarity with
other members, in-jokes,
community norms, and
references to community
history.

Strong sense of belonging
and group identity.
Strong familiarity with many
other members.
Full understanding and
enforcement of community
& identity norms.

Strong sense of community
and identification with the
group.
Strong desire to impress the
group and receive
recognition.

Language N/A High use of personal pronouns,
polite language.
Reluctant to criticize other
members/ideas.

Declining use of singular
personal pronouns (as % of
total posts).
Direct language.
Willingness to disagree.

Decreasing use of new
community language.
Unrestrained opinions.
Direct, but in-line with
community tone of voice.

Embraces admin language.
More official.
Less willing to engage in
confrontation.

CMGR Objective Solicit first, active,
contribution in a self-
disclosure-based
discussion.

Guide to habitual participation.
Socialize with other members.
Solicit time, energy, and
emotional investments.
Showcase initial influence.

Prick the ego.
Provide increasing levels of
recognition, power, and
influence.
Foster a strong sense of
community.

Develop insider status.
Provide sense of ownership
and leadership status within
the community.

Showcase unique
contributions and feedback
on their community impact.
Providing increasing scale of
power.
Ensure recruitment of future
volunteers.

Platform Price Depth of core
features

Breadth of
features

Customization Success ratio Reputation Data & Analytics Reliability Customer
Support

Lithium

Jive

Socious

Avectra

Higher
Logic

Ning

SocialGo

Teligent

Yammer

Return on
Investment

Achieved by Visible antecedents

Increase revenue

Increase
spending from

existing
customers

Increased frequency of purchases
Purchases of new products/services
Purchasing premium products/services
Increased retention rates
Selling community merchandise

Higher engagement (comments, clicks,
likes)
Greater brand loyalty (sentiment *
connections between members)
Customer insight/innovation to develop
new products for existing customers

Increase in
customers

Lead generation
Lead conversion
Advocacy
Advertising
New revenue streams

Higher community traffic/increase in
members
Web traffic (SEO, Word-of-mouth)
Positive sentiment
Sharing
Direct approaches

Increased staff
productivity

Knowledge sharing
Reduced duplication of work
Higher morale
Reduced turnover
Innovation

Active knowledge management groups
Knowledge sharing throughout different
group sectors
Increased sentiment amongst employees
Contribution of positive ideas
Staff productivity ratios
Production of staff generated material

Reduced costs

Reduced
marketing costs

Less spending on advertising
Less spending on PR

Increased membership of the community
(# visiting members)
Higher levels of referrals via community
(shares, recommendations, reviews)

Reduced
customer service

costs

Call deflection
Reduced customer service staff

Product/service answers questions by
community
Response rate to questions
Resolved rate to questions
Speed of response to questions
Enhanced customer knowledge
Customer satisfaction surveys

Reduced
recruitment costs

Less spending on headhunting costs
Reduced training needs

Recruitment via community
Headhunting top community members
Hiring more knowledgeable and
passionate employees

Reduced focus-
group costs

Community-generated innovation
Questions via community

Surveys
Polls
Community-highlighted problems
Community-highlighted opportunities

Fulfillment of
organization’s
mission (non-

profits)

Non-financial

More informed members
Proven world change
Happier members

Satisfaction surveys
Observational analysis
Milestones achieved
Greater happiness
Online collaboration

Decision to make How to decide Implications

What will the
community be about

Decide the broad topic of the community. This should
be a strong common interest that unites the audience.

Use the MTER framework (money, time, emotionally
provocative, or representative of an identity)

Build the community around a very narrow and strong
interest. Deliberately exclude anything that doesn’t fit
this interest.

Who are we going to
approach?

Decide which segments to exclude from your initial
focus. Target as homogenous group as possible to get
the community off the ground. The more niche the
better.

Review audience demographics, habits, or
psychographics. Use at least two qualifiers. A
community for {x} whom {y}.

Exclude the majority to get the minority you can reach.
Focus on targeting a small sliver of the target audience
and expand gradually. Build a list of 50 to 150
prospective members.

What type of
community will this be?

Community of action
Community of circumstance
Community of interest
Community of place
Community of practice

Competitive analysis. This should be the only
community of its kind.

Each community types changes the balance of
discussions, activities, and content in a community.
Action on milestone, circumstance on support, interest
in bonding/depth of passion, place on local issues,
practice on domain of knowledge.

What is the purpose of
the community?

Decide a goal for the community to strive towards Ask members about their aspirations, goals, or
challenges. Use this as a collective purpose.

Use in marketing messages, registration messages,
and throughout the community to unite the audience
and drive activity.

What will happen in the
community?

Decide which activities, discussions, or content will take
place in the community.

Review existing audience habits. What do members do
already online? Repeat this in your community.

Forms the basis of your action plan. Incorporate
existing habits instead of forcing new habit upon
members.

The Practitioner’s Online Community Membership Lifecycle

Visitor Newcomer Regular Senior Volunteer

Actions Visits, browses, clicks to register, opens
e-mail, clicks confirmation link.

Visits and participates sporadically.
Responds to existing discussions.
Receives and clicks on notifications.
Explores the community.

Visits daily, participates weekly, refers
others/shares content, initiates activity
and discussions, contributes content.
Resists change.

Visits daily/weekly, contributes
weekly/monthly, shares and refers,
writes guest content, reminds members
of community norms and values.
Highly resistant to change.

Visits daily, organizes events/activities,
moderates, contributes content,
participates in community decisions.
Shares and refers.
Eager to initiate change.

Time in community 0 - 15 minutes 0 to 6 months 6 months to 2 years 2 – 30+ years* 3 months to 30+ years*

Member Needs Informational. Single-issue resolution.
Resolve curiosity.

Informational/socialization.
Instant reciprocity & gratification.
Acceptance into the group.
Evidence of increasing influence.

Self-validation, self-esteem, efficacy,
sense of belonging.
Build and maintain a positive
reputation.

Recognition of senior status.
Influence and ownership over the group
identity.
Strong sense of belonging and
affiliation.

Influence/efficacy, ownership,
achievement, recognition, improved
career prospects.

Sense of community None Limited.
Learning group history, values, and
norms.

Medium to strong.
Increasingly familiarity with other
members, in-jokes, community norms,
and references to community history.

Strong sense of belonging and group
identity.
Strong familiarity with many other
members.
Full understanding and enforcement of
community & identity norms.

Strong sense of community and
identification with the group.
Strong desire to impress the group and
receive recognition.

Language N/A High use of personal pronouns, polite
language.
Reluctant to criticize other
members/ideas.

Declining use of singular personal
pronouns (as % of total posts).
Direct language. Willingness to
disagree.

Decreasing use of new community
language.
Unrestrained opinions.
Direct, but in-line with community tone
of voice.

Embraces admin language.
More official.
Less willing to engage in confrontation.

CMGR Objective Solicit first, active, contribution in a self-
disclosure-based discussion.

Guide to habitual participation.
Socialize with other members.
Solicit time, energy, and emotional
investments.
Showcase initial influence.

Prick the ego.
Provide increasing levels of recognition,
power, and influence.
Foster a strong sense of community.

Develop insider status.
Provide sense of ownership and
leadership status within the community.

Showcase unique contributions and
feedback on their community impact.
Providing increasing scale of power.
Ensure recruitment of future volunteers.

Platform Price Depth of core features Breadth of features Customization Success ratio Reputation Data & Analytics Reliability Customer Support

Lithium

Jive

Socious

Avectra

Higher
Logic

Ning

SocialGo

Teligent

Yammer

* Using the internet’s oldest communities (30 years)
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